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thoughtや ofやWilliamや James╆や Repeatedly╇や Jamesや claimedや thatや theや differenceや betweenや






Theや assertionや thatや pluralismやwasや aや validや philosophicalや hypothesisやwasや notやmerelyや
theoretical╇や butや practical╆や Jamesや oftenや connectedや pluralismや withや democracy╇や andや
monismやwithや｠despotismをや〉James╇やｱｸｸｲ╇やW”╈やｲｰｲ《╆やWhereasやmonismやむやinやanyやfieldやむや
wasや requiredや toやassertや thatや everythingやmustやbeやunifiedや inやoneやsubstance╇やorや inやoneや
intellectualや system╇やpluralismやwasや contentやwithや aやworldやofや interconnectedやpowers╇や
withやnoやoneやpowerやbeingやcompletelyやdominantやoverやtheやothersや〉James╇やｱｹｰｹ╇やPU╈やｱｴｵ《╆や
Inや thisや senseや monismや understoodや theや worldや underや aや kindや ofや authoritarianや
interpretation╇やandやpluralismやwasやaやwayやofやviewingやtheやworldやdemocratically╆やThisやisや











isや aや testamentや toやhisや effortsや thatやpluralismや lookedや likeや aや reasonableやpositionや toや theや























wereや toや beや successful╆や“や pluralistや viewやmustや beや positionedや betweenや twoや negativeや
extremes╈やabsolutismやonやoneやside╇やandやwhatやheやcalledや｠valueやanarchismをやorや｠anarchicや





whichや hasや rightlyや beenや characterisedや asや ｠philosophicや Nihilismをや
〉Locke╇やｱｹｳｵ╈やｳｴ《╆ 


















thanやbeingやseenやasやnecessarilyや inやconflictや 〉theやrejectionやofやabsolutism《╇やwhilstやatや theや
sameやtimeやallowingやthemやtoやbeやnormativelyやmotivatingやandやtoやcomeやintoやmeaningfulや





whichや enablesや valuesや toや beや normative╇やwithoutや linkingや themや toや someやuniversalや orや
absoluteやprincipleやorや setや ofやprinciples╆やWeや canや callや thisや theやnormativityや project╆やTheや
secondや isや providingや anや accountや withや enoughや objectivityや soや thatや meaningfulや
comparisonsやcanやbeやmadeやacrossやvalueやsystemsやandやdifferentやcultures╆やCallや thisや theや
objectivityや project╆や Theや thirdや isや providingや anや accountや whichや allowsや usや toや wholeま
heartedlyやmaintainやourやownやvaluesやasやimportantやandやmotivating╇やwhilstやatやtheやsameや
































suchや asや ｠TheやGoodをや andや ｠Theや ”eautifulをや toや ourや experience╇や andや theirや applicationや
bringsやwithやitやcategoricalやimperativesやofやaction╆やInやabandoningやtheやabsolutismやwhilstや
attemptingやtoやmaintainやtheやnormativityやofやsuchやaやpicture╇やLockeやinvertsやit╆やInsteadやofや
appealingや toや logic╇や Lockeや appealsや toや phenomenologyや andや psychology╆や Insteadや ofや
universalやvalues╇やheやrootsやnormativityやinや｠modesやorやkindsやofやvaluingをや〉Locke╇やｱｹｳｵ╈や
ｳｸ《╆やInsteadやofやthinkingやaboutやvalueやinやtermsやofやtheやapplicationやofやlogicalやpredicatesやtoや





sortや withや rationalizedや universalityや andや objectivity╇や butや insteadや theや
psychologicalや urgencyや 〉shallや weや say╇や necessity′《や toや construeや theや
situationや asや ofや aやparticularや qualitativeや formまcharacterや 〉Locke╇や ｱｹｳｵ╈や
ｴｱ《╆ 

















moodや ofや theや experience╆や “ccordingly╇や theseや qualitativeや valuesや areや ｠normativelyや





valueや anarchist╇や Lockeぅsや systematicや relativismや suggestsや thatや thereや areや ｠basicや andや
fundamentalや feelingまmodesをや whichや areや commonや toや differentや peopleや andや acrossや
ｵ 
 
culturesや 〉Lockeや ｱｹｳｵ╈や ｳｹ《╆や Thereや areや commonや typesや ofや feeling╇や whichや giveや riseや toや
commonや typesやofや experience╇や andや commonや typesやofやvalue╆や“nやappealや toや commonま
senseや tellsやLockeや thatや theやmoral╇や theやaesthetic╇や theや logical╇やandや theや religiousやareや theや
mostやcommonやcategoriesやofやvalue╆や“sやtheseやdifferentやcategoriesやofやvalueやmustやfirstやbeや
identifiedやatやtheやqualitativeやlevelやofやfeeling╇やLockeやdelineatesやfourやdifferentや｠feelingま
modesを╆や Forや instance╇や itや isや theや feelingまmodeや ofや exaltationや whichや groundsや religiousや
experience╆やThisやfeelingやofやexultationやitselfやsetsやupやaやmodeやofやexperienceやinやwhichやweや












Throughoutや thisやaccount╇やLockeやmaintainsやaや strictやantiまrealism╇やasやheやassociatesや theや
realistや claimや thatや ourや valuesや referや toや somethingや outsideや ofや ourや attitudesや withや
absolutism╆8やTheやrealistぅsやattemptやtoやdiscoverやtheや｠trueをやvalueやofやsomeやobjectやisやtakenや
toやbeやaやsignやofやaやparticularやfallacy╈ 
》f『romや theや functionalistぅsや pointや ofや viewや theや basicや errorや liesや inや
regardingや theや formalや valueや asや theや causeや ofや theや valuationや orや asや anや
essenceやofやtheやvalueやobjectやratherやthanやtheやsystemやvalueやofやtheやmodeや
ofやvaluingや〉Locke╇やｱｹｴｵ╈やｸｶ《╆ 
Theや realistや assumesや thatや ourや judgementsや ofや valueや resultや fromや theや applicationや ofや
necessaryや categories╇や orや resultや fromや essentialや propertiesや ofや theやobjectや ofやvalue╆や Theや
｠functionalistをやview╇やinやcomparison╇やinterpretsやtheやclaimやthatやsomeやobjectやisやvaluableや
withinやtheやcontextやofやtheやtypeやofやexperienceやthatやthisやclaimやemergesやfrom╇やandやanalysesや
theや roleや thatや suchや claimsや play╇や andや theや behavioursやwhichや theyやmakeや appropriate╇や
withinや thatやcontext╆やTheyやareやnotや interpretedやasやaやclaimやaboutや theやpropertiesやofや theや
object╆や“sやaやresult╇やsystematicやrelativismやdoesやnotやfosterやconflictやbetweenやvalueやsystemsや
inや theやwayや thatや absolutismや does╆や Ifや itや isや theや attitudeや ofや valuation╇や ratherや thanや theや
propertiesやofやanやobject╇やwhichやdeterminesやvalue╇やthenやwhenやyouやareやinterpretingやanや
objectや asやbeautiful╇や andや Iや amや interpretingや itや asやmorallyや important╇や thenやweやareやnotや
disagreeing╆や Weや areや merelyや operatingや underや differentや valueまmodesや orや まsystems╇や
neitherや orやwhichや isや takenや toや beや aやmoreや correctや accountや ofや reality╆や“rgumentsや overや
whichや valueや representや theや summumや bonumや areや ｠doomedや toや perpetualや logicalや






Oneやofや theや strengthsやofやLockeぅsやvisionや isや itsやabilityや toやaccountや forやwhatやLockeやcallsや
｠transまvaluationsを╆やTransまvaluationsやareやtimesやwhenやweやswitchやbetweenやvalueまmodesや
whilstやvaluingやtheやsameやobject╆やExamplesやincludeやwhenやweやappreciateやanやintellectualや
formulaやasやbeautifulや ratherや thanや trueやorや correctや 〉Lockeやｱｹｳｵ╈やｴｴ《╇やorやwhenやanやartistや
comesやtoやseeやtheやworkやtheyやareやcreatingやasやanやactやofやdutyやratherやthanやanやactやofやcreativeや
activityや〉Locke╇やｱｹｳｵ╈やｴｱ《╆やInやtheseやcases╇やtheやfeelingやwithやwhichやweやareやengagingやwithや










content╇や youや changeや theや valueや type╉や theや appropriateや newや predicatesや automaticallyや
followをや〉Locke╇やｱｹｳｵ╈やｴｴ《╆9やSecond╇や thisや isやmeantや toやbeやanやinstanceや inやwhichやLockeぅsや
systematicや relativismや canや accountや forや aや featureや ofや everydayや experienceや whichや theや




ownや experienceや apparentlyや opposedや valuesや areや harmonised╇や andやmergeや intoや eachや
other╇やthenやthisやmayやleadやusやtoやthinkやtheやsameやaboutやdifferingやvaluesやbetweenやpersons╆や


























concernや thatや Lockeぅsや systematicや relativismや isや meantや toや avoid╆や Lockeや canや provideや
normativityやinやtheやsenseやofやhavingやsharedやmodesやofやvaluationやwhichやhaveやimperativeや
normsやofやactionやandや interpretationやattached╆や”urやthereや isやnothingやonやhisや accountやofや
valueや whichや wouldや tellや usや thatや certainや affectiveや responsesや areや appropriateや orや
inappropriateやinやcertainやsituations╆ 
 
Lockeや cannotや appealや toや objectiveや featuresや ofや theや environmentや toや provideや thisや











Inや fact╇や Jamesや wouldや suggestや thatや thisや strictや antiまrealismや mightや blockや theや veryや










propertiesや ofや theや worldや ｠subjectivismをや 〉James╇や ｱｸｸｴ╇やW”╈や ｱｲｸ《╆や ｠Moralismをや isや theや
opposingやview╇やinやwhichやourやfeelingsや〉orやatやleastやourやmoralやfeelings《やreferやtoやsomethingや
objective╆や“sやJamesやdescribesやit╇やtheや〉pluralistic《やmoralistやisやsomeoneやwhoやbelievesやthatや




calledや uponや toや actや onや ourやmoralや idealsや inや theや faceや ofや someや social╇や institutional╇や orや
personalやobstacle╆やInやsuchやaやsituation╇やtheやsubjectivistやむやholdingやasやtheyやdoやthatやmoralや
feelingsやareや｠mereやdataを╇やandやnotやindicativeやofやanythingやobjectiveやむやisやfreeやtoや｠pervertや
》theや feelings『や orや lullや themや toや sleepを╇や andや soや diminishや theirや feelingsや ofや injusticeや orや
immoralityやratherやthanやactingやonやthemや〉James╇やｱｸｸｲ╇やW”╈やｸｶ《╆や“sやsuch╇やsubjectivismや































interactions╆や Lockeや wantsや toや provideや anや accountや inや whichや valueや isや groundedや onや
somethingやmoreやobjectiveやthanやsubjectiveやopinionや〉theやvalueやanarchistやposition《╇やbutや














valuationsや mayや haveや differentや objects╇や butや theyや haveや commonや attitudes╇や andや thusや
norms╇やbyやwhichやweやcanやassessやthem╆ 
 





art╇や byや comparison╇や seesや modernismや asや makingや progressや overや theや traditionalや
approaches╆や Theやmodernistや hasや enlargedや theや scopeや ofや ourや artisticや normsや toや includeや




theyや appearや toや beや divergentや activities╇や atや oddsやwithや oneや another╆や However╇や ifや weや
considerや theseや differentや stylesや toや haveや aや broadや functionalや commonality╇や suchや asや
allowingや ourや contemplativeや feelingまattitudesや toや expressや themselves╇や thenや weや canや
recogniseやbothやtheやtraditionalやandやtheやmodernistやapproachesやasやfulfillingやthisやroleやinや
different╇やbutやcomparableやways╆やLockeやcontendsやthatやtheや｠wideningやofやtheやvarietyやofや




















coまoperationや ratherや thanや forや conformityや andや promotesや reciprocityや









〉Locke╇や ｱｹｴｴ╈や ｷｰ《╆や“sや such╇や absolutismや leadsや toや dogmatism╇や struggle╇や andや theや veryや
conflictやwhichやitやaimsやtoやavoid╆やRelativism╇やonやtheやotherやhand╇ 
withやnoやarbitraryや specificationsやofやunity╇やnoや imperiousやdemandや forや
universality╇や neverthelessや enjoinsや aや beneficentや neutralityや betweenや
divergentやpositions╇やand╇やinやtheやcaseやofやtheやcontactsやofやcultures╇やwouldや
inやdueやcourseやpromote╇やstepやbyやstep╇やfromやanやinitialやstageやofやculturalや
tolerance╇や mutualや respect╇や reciprocalや exchange╇や someや specificや
communitiesや ofや agreementや and╇や finally╇や withや sufficientや mutualや
understandingやandやconfidence╇やcommonalityやofやpurposeやandやactionや
〉Locke╇やｱｹｴｴ╈やｷｰまｷｱ《╆ 
“sやHarrisや tellsや us╇や Lockeぅsや claimや isや thatや ｠》t『heや unityや ofや peoplesや canや existや withoutや
uniformityやofやculturalやmodalitiesをや〉Harris╇やｱｹｸｹ╈やｶｸ《╆18 
 
Inや summary╇や Lockeや believesや thatや hisや systematicや relativismや providesや usや withや theや
capacityや forや objectiveや analysisや betweenや differentや valuersや andや cultures╆や Thoughや





playsや inや ourや livesや andや societies╇や areや commonalitiesや whichや unifyや us╆や Itや isや Lockeぅsや














〉orや ｠idealsをや inや Jamesぅsや vocabulary《╆19やHowever╇や aや closerや lookや atや James‒sやworkや asや aや















































Theseや threeや examplesや showや thatや Jamesや canや appealや toや theや sameや basicや ｠commonや
denominatorをや accountや ofや objectivityや thatや Lockeや can╇や thoughや Jamesや hasや aや farや lessや
structuredやapproach╆や”utや thisや isやnotや theやonlyやnotionやofやobjectivityやwhichやJamesやhasや
availableやtoやhim╆やWeやcanやseeやthisやinやJamesぅsやexplicitやengagementやwithやrelativism╆やJamesや
does╇や inや fact╇や callやhimselfや aや relativist╇や byやwhichやheや simplyやmeansやanやantiまabsolutistや
〉James╇やｱｹｰｹ╇やMT╈やｱｴｲ《╆や”utやheやexplicitlyやrejectsやfromやhisやrelativismやtheやnotionやthatやanyや
opinionや isや asや goodや asや anyや other╇や whichや isや whatや Lockeぅsや accusationや ofや anarchicや
relativismや amountsや to╆や ｠Opinionを╇や forや theや pragmatist╇や isや somethingや rootedや inや ｠theや
wholeやenvironmentやofやsocialやcommunicationやofやwhichやtheyやareやaやpartやandやoutやofやwhichや
theyやtakeやtheirやriseを╆やTheseやopinionsやhaveやbeenやtested╇やandやwillやcontinueやtoやbeやtested╇や
againstや experience╇や andやweやhaveや toや trustや thatや experienceやwillや helpやusや selectやwhichや
opinionsやareや trueや inや theや longやrunや 〉James╇やｱｹｰｹ╇やMT╈やｱｴｵ《╆24やOverや time╇やandやthroughや
communalやexperienceやandや inquiry╇やweやmakeやprogressや towardsや trueやbeliefs╆や Jamesぅsや
relativism╇やthen╇やdoesやnotやdenyやabsoluteやtruth╈ 
Noや relativistや whoや everや actuallyや walkedや theや earthや hasや deniedや theや




Theや primaryやdifferenceや betweenや absolutismや andや Jamesぅsや relativismや isや notや thatや oneや





toやourやethical╇や aesthetical╇や andやreligiousやbeliefs╇や justやasやwellやasや itや canや toや theやnaturalや
sciences╆や“sやJamesやputsやitやquiteやearlyやinやhisやcareer╈ 
 












pluralism╆や Heや sharesや withや Lockeや aや functionalism╇や orや anや appealや toや affectiveや andや
functionalやconstantsやwhichやunderpinやdifferentやvalues╆や”utやheやalsoやappealsやtoやaやkindやofや
realism╇やwhichやseesやourやvaluesやasやresponsiveやinやtheやlongやrunやtoやfeaturesやofやexperience╇や
soや thatや weや canや moveや closerや toや ethical╇や aesthetical╇や andや religiousや truth╇や throughや
communalや inquiry╆や や Weや canや findや thisや secondや elementや ofや objectivityや activeや inや theや





theや longや runや 〉James╇や ｱｸｹｷ╈やW”╈や ｹ《╆や Jamesぅや strategyや inや theseや casesや isや toや combineや aや






largeや problemや withや pragmatism╆26や や “ccordingや toや Locke╇や contemporaryや “mericanや
philosophyや wasや ｠tooや analogousや toや scienceや andや tooや committedや toや scientificや
objectivismを╆や“lthoughやmanyやpragmatistsやclaimやtoやbeやpluralists╇やLockeやargues╇やtheyやinや
factやreduceやallやclaimsやofやtruthやtoやwhatやisやexperimentallyやtestable╆や27やLockeやcallsやthisやtheや
｠logicoまexperimentalをやmethodology╆やTheや tendencyや toや thinkやofや truthやasや ｠theやcorrectや






















realや 〉ｱｹｰｴ╇や ERE╈や ｲｲ《╆や Thisや includesや religious╇や aesthetic╇や andやmoralや experiences╆や So╇や












tolerantや ofや valuesや differentや fromや ourや own╇や weやmustや alsoや beや ableや toや findや ourや ownや
personalやandやculturalやvaluesやmeaningful╆やFirstやandやforemost╇やourやvaluesやareやcallsやtoや
interpretationやandやaction╆や“nyやrelativismやwhichやabandonsやtheやfeelingやthatやourやownや
valuesや areや meaningfulや andや motivatingや willや essentiallyや leadや toや nihilismや andや





























enthusiasmや forや theや valuesや ofや ourや particularや culture╆や Lockeや suggestsや thatや relativistsや
mustや｠wearや》their『やgroupやlabelsやandやavowや》their『やculturalやloyaltiesやlessやprovocativelyをや
〉Locke╇や ｱｹｴｴ╈や ｷｴ《╆や ”ut╇や inや exchange╇やweやmoveや towardsや anや ｠effectiveや paxや romanaや ofや
values╇やwithや greaterや andやmoreや permanentや eventualや gainsをや 〉Locke╇や ｱｹｴｲ╈や ｵｶ《╆やMoreや
pessimistically╇やLockeやelsewhereやtellsやusやthat╇やthoughやthisやrepositioningやofやourやvaluesや
mightや beや difficult╇や itや becomesやmuchや easierやwhenやweや seeや thatや ｠theや onlyや alternativeや
policyやisやsuicidalをや〉Locke╇やｱｹｳｲまｴ╈やｱｳｷ《╆ 
 
Lockeや alignsや thisや repositioningや strategyや withや Josiahや Royceぅsや ｠Loyaltyや toや Loyaltyをや
notion╆31やSimilarlyやtoやLocke╇やRoyceやappealedやtoやaやfunctionalやcommonやdenominatorやinや
hisやattemptやtoやsolveやanやapparentやparadoxやregardingやtheやvalueやofやloyalty╆やTheやparadoxや
whichや concernedや Royceや consistedや inや theや factや thatや beingや loyalや toや somethingやwasや aや
supremeやhumanやgood╇やbutやthatやtheやconflictやwhichやarisesやbetweenやdifferentやgroupsやwhoや















diversityや andや understandingや ofや aestheticや expressionや andや appreciation╆や Theや
traditionalistやisやonlyやloyalやtoやaやparticularやsymbolやofやvalue╇やaやparticularやnotionやofや”eautyや














stillや discussや whetherや polytheismや orやmonotheismや isや theや betterや wayや toや worshipや theや
divine╆やThisや isやstillやaやpotentialやdisagreement╇やbutやoneやwithやaや commonやdenominatorや
bothや sidesや agreeや toや andや referや to╆やRecognitionやofや aや sharedや essenceや betweenや theや twoや
positionsや leadsや toや reasonableや discourse╇や whereasや theや assertionや thatや theや differentや
symbolsや ofや theや differentや faithsや areや trueや leadsや toや unhelpfulや conflicts╆や Moreover╇や








anyや formやofや realismや toや doや so╇や Lockeやmakesや theや commonalitiesやwhichや heや identifiesや
withinや ourや modesや ofや valuingや veryや robust╆や However╇や theや strengthや ofや theseや








Theや latterやoptionやseemsや toやremoveや theやpossibilityやofやsayingや thatやoneやvalueやmodeや isや
moreやappropriateやthanやanotherやinやaやcertainやcontextや〉こｲ《╆やTheやformer╇やJamesやwouldやsay╇や





Seemingly╇や Lockeや gainsや harmonyや betweenや competingや valuesや atや theや expenseや ofや theや
losingや theirや distinctiveness╆や Lockeや mayや wellや beや correctや thatや thereや areや underlyingや
affectiveやandやfunctionalやconstantsやbeneathやourやapparentlyやdifferentやvalueやclaims╆や”utや
itや remainsや unclearや howや reorientingや ourや loyaltyや toや theseや constantsや maintainsや theや
ｱｷ 
 




howや areやweや toや overcomeや conflictsや inや valueや onや James‒sや accountや ofや valueやpluralism′や
“ccordingやtoやJames╇やweやdoやsoやbyやseeingやourselvesやasやengagedやinやaやcommonやepistemicや
projectや ofやdiscoveringやwhatや theや rightや andやmostや inclusiveや systemやofや goodsや reallyや isや
〉James╇や ｱｸｸｸまｹ╇やML╈や ｱｸｴ《╆やWhenや weや findや twoや idealsや whichや areや inや conflict╇や weや askや
ourselvesやwhichや｠willやgiveやtheやbestやuniverseを╇やandやthisやquestionやcanやonlyやbeやansweredや





hypotheses╆やWhenやweや recogniseや thatやweや areや engagedや inや aや communalや inquiryや intoや
value╇や andやweや acknowledgeや ourや ownや individualや limitations╇や andや theや factや thatや ｠theや
truthやisやtooやgreatやforやanyやoneやactualやmindをやtoやcognize╇やthenやweやareやleadやtoやtheや｠practicalや
consequenceをやthatやotherやhypothesesやshouldやbeやseenやasやequallyやreasonable╇やandやshouldや


































Lockeやoffersや anyやaccountやofやvalueやpluralismや threeや challenges╆やForやpluralismやnotや toや
devolveや intoや mereや anarchicや relativism╇や itや mustや provideや anや adequateや accountや ofや
normativity╇やobjectivity╇やandやloyalty╇やwhilstやavoidingやabsolutism╆やWeぅveやlookedやatやtwoや






“nyや Jamesianや accountや ofや valueや hasや aや greatや dealや toや learnや fromや Locke‒sや systematicや
relativism╆やLockeやprovidesやaやstructuredやaccountやofやanやaffective╇やpluralisticやaxiology╇や





canや learnや from╆やHowever╇や Iや haveや suggestedや thatや anyや attemptや toや locateや normativityや
solelyやinやfeelingやlimitsやsuchやaやtheory╆やWithoutやourやvaluationalやfeelingsやbeingやresponsiveや
toや somethingや outsideや ofや themselvesや 〉thoughや notや outsideや ofや experience《や andや ourや
culturalや norms╇や weや cannotや fullyや accountや forや whyや certainや evaluativeや moodsや
appropriatelyやapplyやtoやcertainやsituationsやandやnotやtoやothers╆やWithoutやourやvaluesやhavingや
someやkindやofやreferenceやtoやaやrealityやoutsideやofやthem╇やJamesやcontends╇やtheyやbecomeやaや
mereや ｠gameや ofや privateや theatricalsを╇や unableや toや beや consideredや motivationalや orや
meaningful╆37 
 
Toやmeetや theや threeや challengesや toや pluralismやwhichやLockeや sets╇や theや Jamesianや accountや
appealsやtoやaやmodestやformやofやrealism╆やWeやdoやnotやneedやtoやthinkやofやthisやrealismやinやaやstrongや
senseや 〉asや ourや valuesや beingや inや theや world《╇や butや weや mustや thinkや thatや ourや valuesや areや



















































































































Forや Kallen╇や brotherhoodや isや aや relationshipや definedや byや identityや atや theや expenseや ofや difference╆や Thisや
relationshipやsays╈や｠soや thatやyouやbecomeやcompletelyやaやbrother╇やyouやmustやofferやupやyourやownやdifferentや
beingや toやbeやdigestedや intoや identificationやwithやmineを╆やOnや theやotherやhand╇や friendshipや isやaや relationshipや
definedやbyやdifference╆やTheやfriendやsaysや｠Iやamやdifferentやfromやyou╆やYouやareやdifferentやfromやme╆やTheやbasisや

















10や Radicalや empiricismや holdsや thatや weや cannotや appealや toや anythingや outsideや ofや experience╇や norや ignoreや




ofや certainや feelingまや orや valueまmodesやwithinや particularや situations╆や“fterや all╇や ourや practicesや ofや valuationや
alwaysやtakeやplaceやagainstやaやparticularやculturalやbackground╆やIfやthisやisやright╇やthenやLockeやwouldやstillやallowや
meやtoやjudgeやmyやneighbour‒sやreligiousやreverenceやforやgardenやfences╇やandやtheやinsensitiveやperson‒sやlackやofや
moralや responseや toや aや situation╇や asや inappropriateやwithinや aやparticularや culture╆や”utや thisやwouldや seemや toや
merelyやpushやtheやconcernやback╇やunlessやweやcanやappealやtoやobjectiveやfeaturesやofやaやsituationやwhichやmakeやthisや








                                                 
ｲｲ 
 
                                                                                                                                                        
to╇や thatや theや obligationや emergingや fromや theや traditionalや setや ofや valuesや isや nowや incorrect╇や invalid╇や orや






approvinglyや quotesや Herbertや E╆や Cory‒sや suggestionや thatや ｠anythingや animateや orや inanimate╇や naturalや orや
artificial╇やdeedやorやdoer╇やmayやbeやtheやobjectや》ofやaestheticやvalue『をや〉Cory╇やｱｹｲｶ╈やｳｹｶ╇やquotedやbyやLocke╇やｱｹｳｵ╈や






feelingまmodesや suchや asや exultationや bringや withや themや normsや ofや interpretationや andや actionや whichや areや































23や Inや fact╇や pragmatismや doesや seemや toや somewhatや restrictや theや contentや ofや whatや itや seesや asや legitimateや









theや “mericanや pragmatismや ofや Peirce╇や James╇や Dewey╇や andや evenや Janeや “ddams╇や isや tooや abstractや andや















invariabilityや inや concreteや humanや experienceを╆や Heや goesや onや toや sayや thatや valuesやwouldや beや heldや byや theや






31や Lockeや sawやRoyceぅsや ideaや asや ｠nothingやmoreや orや lessや thanや aや vindicationや ofや theや principleや ofや unityや inや
diversityやcarriedやoutやtoやaやpracticalやdegreeやofやspiritualやreciprocityをや〉Locke╇やｱｹｳｲまｴ╈やｱｳｷ《╆ 






























“tや theやveryや least╇や James‒sやpictureや requiresやbeingやsupplementedやbyや anやaccountやofや theやkindやofやvestedや
powerやimbalancesやwhichやcanやpreventやdisadvantagedやgroupsやfromやparticipatingやinやcommunalやinquiry╆ 
36やCf╆やJamesや〉ｱｸｹｶ╇やW”╈やｱｸまｹ《╆ 
37やCf╆やJamesや〉ｱｸｹｵ╇やW”╈やｵｵ《╆ 
38やThisやpaperやisやanやexpandedやversionやofやoneやpresentedやatやtheやｲｰｱｵやSIAPやConferenceやinやDublin╇やandやatやtheや
SecondやEuropeanやPragmatismやConferenceやheldやinやParisやtheやsameやyear╆やIやwouldやlikeやtoやthankやChristopherや
Hookway╇やRobertやStern╇やandやJacobyや“desheiやCarterやforやreadingやandやcommentingやonやpreviousやversionsや
ofやthisやpaper╆ 
